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A vertex u in an undirected graph G =( V,E) is said to dominate all its adjacent vertices and 
itself. A subset D of V is a dominating set in G if every vertex in G is dominated by a vertex in D, 
and is a minimum dominating set in G if no other dominating set in G has fewer vertices than D. 
The domination number of G is the cardinality of a minimum dominating set in G. 
The problem of determining, for a given positive integer k and an undirected graph G, whether 
G has a dominating set D in G satisfying JDI S/C, is a well-known NP-complete problem. 
Cockayne et al. have presented a linear time algorithm for finding a minimum dominating set in a 
tree. In this paper, we will present a linear time algorithm for finding a minimum dominating set 
in a series-parallel graph. 
1. Introduction 
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph. If (u, u) is an edge in E, then vertex o is said 
to be adjacent to vertex u. The edge (u, o) is also said to be incident to vertices u and 
u. A vertex u in V is said to dominate all its adjacent vertices and itself. Let 
G = (p, 8) be a subgraph of G. A subset D of V is a dominating set in G if every 
vertex in G is dominated by a vertex in D, and is a minimum dominating set in e if 
no other dominating set in e has fewer vertices than D. The domination number of 
& is the cardinality of a minimum dominating set in e. 
The concept of domination arises in many situations involving the strategic 
placement of men or pieces on the vertices of a network. An example is the problem 
of the minimum number of queens which are to be placed on a chess board, so that 
every square of the board is covered by at least one queen. 
The DOMINATING SET problem in an undirected graph G is the problem of 
determining, for a given positive integer k, whether G has a dominating set D in G 
satisfying IDI I k. This is a well-known NP-complete problem [2,5]. In [4,7,9] 
various NP-complete subproblems of the DOMINATING SET problem are given 
for planar graphs with certain restrictions on the degrees of the vertices. 
However, there are polynomial domination algorithms for worthwhile classes of 
graphs [8, lo]. In [3], Cockayne, Goodman and Hedetniemi presented a linear time 
algorithm for finding a minimum dominating set in a tree. In this paper, we will 
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present a linear time algorithm for finding a minimum 
parallel graph. 
2. Preliminaries 
dominating set in a series- 
Definition 1. A series-parallel graph G is recursively defined as follows: 
(1) An edge (u, u) with two distinct vertices u and u is a series-parallel graph 
terminals u and u. 
with 
(2) The graph constructed by the series connection (Fig. l(a)) or the parallel 
connection (Fig. l(b)) of two series-parallel graphs Gt and G2 is a series-parallel 
graph with terminals u1 and u2. However, if parallel edges are produced by the 
above parallel connection, then the connection may not be applied. 
(3) Only graphs constructed by a finite number of applications of connections 
mentioned in (2) are series-parallel graphs. 
Fig. 1. Definition of series-parallel graphs. 
In Fig. 2 an example of a series-parallel graph Gt with terminals u1 and u3 is given. 
Fig. 2. Series-parallel graph G,. 
Definition 2 [ 11. Let G = (V, E) be a series-parallel graph with terminals u and u and 
let G= (p,g) be a subgraph of G. If the vertices ti and 0 of G satisfy the following 
conditions (1) and (2), then G is called a p-graph with terminals Li and 0 of G. 
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(1) G is a series-parallel graph with terminals ti and 0. 
(2) For the vertex ti, ti = u or there exists an edge (x, y) E E - I? such that x $ P and 
y = ti E I? Similarly for the vertex 0, v^ = u or there exists an edge (z, w) E E - l? such 
that 2~ P and w= GE I? However, for every vertex U’E P such that o’# li, G, 
(u’, u”) $ E for any U”E V- P and o’# U, u. 
Definition 3. Let G= (r’,,??) be a p-graph with terminals u and u of the series- 
parallel graph G = (I’, E). 
Let K3,3 = ( VB, Es) be a complete bipartite graph, where 
and 
V, = (P, fP, U’, 009 P, u’} 
Es={@ ~,u~),(u~,u~'>,<u~,u'>,(u~',u~~ 
(u~',u~~),(~~~,u'),(~l,u~),(~l,u~'),(ul,u')}. 
Then we call a labelled bipartite graph B = (vg, 8,) a block for G, where fg = vg 
and I?s c Eg. With each edge (zP, up) E g g, a, DE {OO,Ol, l} we associate a subset of 
p, denoted by S(zP, up). 
There exists the following connection between the block B= (pBB,l?g) and the 
p-graph G = (I? B). 
Let D be a dominating set in G. Each vertex z.Pe pg implies the following 
assertions with respect to D, respectively, according to (Y. 
uoo implies that u $ D, all the vertices of 6, which are adjacent to U, do not belong 
to D, and at least one vertex WE V- f, that is adjacent to U, belongs to D. 
uol implies that u $ D and at least one vertex of G, that is adjacent to U, belongs 
to D. 
u’ implies that u ED. 
Let A(@) denote the assertion with respect to D specified by P. Each edge 
(u”, up) E ,!?g implies that G has a minimum dominating set D in G such that, with 
respect to D, two assertions A(P) and A(uB), u # u, hold simultaneously. The label 
S(@, IJ”) represents a set that is the intersection of P and the minimum dominating 
set D. 
Definition 4. Let G = (V, E) be a series-parallel graph with terminals u and u. Let 
T= (VT, ET) be a binary tree in which every internal vertex has exactly two sons and 
there are ) E / leaves. 
Let the vertices of T be labelled as follows: 
(1) The root of T is labelled (u, u). 
(2) For each edge (x, y) E E, there exists exactly one leaf labelled (x, y) in T. 
(3) For each internal vertex t E VT labelled (x, y), the roots of the left and right 
subtrees of t are labelled either (x, u), (x, _Y) or (x, z), (z, y) respectively, where ZE V. 
We call T the parse tree of G. 
In Fig. 3 an example of a parse tree Tl of Gi , shown in Fig. 2 is given. 
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Fig. 3. Example of a parse tree T,. 
Remark 1. A parse tree (especially (3) of Definition 4) shows how p-graphs are 
connected to form larger p-graphs by applying series and parallel connections. 
Initially each leaf labelled (u, u) of T represents an edge (u, IJ), which is a p-graph. 
Suppose some internal vertex c is labelled (x, y) and both the roots of the left and 
right subtrees, denoted by T, and T,, are labelled (x,y), and suppose T, and T, 
represent p-graphs Gi and Gz, respectively. Then a subtree of T, rooted at t, 
represents a p-graph G3, which is constructed by applying a parallel connection to 
Gi and GZ. On the other hand, let the roots of 7i and T, be labelled (x,z) and (z, y), 
respectively. Then the subtree of T, rooted at I, represents the p-graph Gs, which is 
constructed by applying a series connection to Gr and G2. Finally, T itself represents 
the series-parallel graph G. 
Remark 2. There exist certain types of graphs whose parse tree cannot be deter- 
mined uniquely. Incidentally we do not need the uniqueness of parse tree in an 
algorithm given in Section 3. 
3. Algorithm DSETSP 
We present an algorithm DSETSP which finds a minimum dominating set in a 
series-parallel graph G. Let T be a parse tree of G. Let .7(t) denote the subtree of T, 
rooted at f, and let .7;(t) and .Qt) denote the left and right subtrees of t, respec- 
tively. 
Input. A series-parallel graph G = (V, E) with terminals u and u. 
Output. A minimum dominating set in G. 
Method 
Step I. Construct a parse tree T (see Procedure PARSE). 
Step 2. Construct an initial block for each leaf of T (see Procedure IBLOCK). 
Step 3. Traversing T in bottom-up order as usual, for each internal vertex t of T, 
construct the block for the graph G, represented by the subtree Y(t) (see 
Procedures SCON and PCON). 
Step 4. Find a minimum dominating set using a final block (see Procedure 
FBLOCK). 
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Procedure PARSE 
Input. A series-parallel graph G = (V, E) with terminals u and u. 
Output. A parse tree of G. 
Method. Define three subroutines. 
INIT. Make IE ) vertices, which will turn out to be leaves of a parse tree T, and 
corresponding to each edge (x, y) E E associate a label (x, y) with exactly one vertex. 
SRED(x). Delete two series edges (x:x), (x,x”) and add a new edge (x’, x”) in G 
(Fig. 4(a)). Corresponding to this reduction in G, construct a tree shown in Fig. 
4(b), in which a root labelled (x:x”) and two edges incident to the root are newly 
added. 
(a) (‘3) 
Fig. 4. Series reduction. 
PRED(x, y). Delete one of two edges in parallel between x and y in G (Fig. 5(a)). 
Corresponding to this reduction in G, construct a tree shown in Fig. 5(b), in which a 
root labelled (x, y) and two edges incident to the root are newly added. 
X x 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 5. Parallel reduction. 
Then we can define the procedure PARSE as follows: 
begin make a queue Q empty; 
call INIT; 
for all vertices x such that deg(x)’ = 2 and xf U, u do call SRED(x); 
find all pairs of vertices (x, y), x, y E V such that (a) deg(x) 2 3 or x= u or u, 
(b) deg(y) 13 or y = u or u, and (c) there exist at least two edges in parallel 
between x and y; 
if such pair of vertices (x, y) is found then insert all pairs (x, y) into a queue Q; 
while Q is not empty do 
begin take off the front item of Q (let it be (x, y)); 
while there exist at least two edges in parallel between x and y do 
’ deg(x) (vertex degree of x) denotes the number of vertices adjacent to x. 
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begin for all parallel edges between x and y do call PRED(x, y); 
if 
if 
end 
end 
deg(x) = 2 and xf U, u then (let (x,x’) be the edge incident 
to x such that x’ # y) 
begin call SRED(x); x=x’ end; 
deg( y) = 2 and y # U, u then (let (y, y ‘) be the edge incident 
to y such that y’#x) 
begin call SRED(y); y=y’ end 
Remark 3. A parse tree of G can be also constructed from [6] with a slight revision. 
Thus, if we use a depth-first search algorithm to traverse G, then the parse tree of G 
can be constructed in a linear time. 
Procedure IBLOCK 
Input. A leaf of T. Let a label associated with the leaf be (u, u). 
Output. A block for the leaf. 
Method. We construct a block shown in Fig. 6. We call these blocks initial blocks of 
G. 
,oo O @ O “00 
Fig. 6. Initial block. 
In Fig. 7 four minimum dominating sets in a p-graph G = ({u, u}, {(u, u)}, which 
are specified by an initial block in Fig. 6, are given. The vertices shown by l in a 
figure represent vertices which belong to minimum dominating sets and the vertices 
shown by @ represent vertices which do not belong to the sets. Fig. 7(a), (b), (c) and 
(d) correspond to S(ucc’, uoo) =0, S( u’,~~‘)={u}, S(~~‘,u’)={u} and S(u’,u’)= 
{u, u} respectively. 
Id) ?-j-q 
Fig. 7. Illustrations for IBLOCK. 
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Procedure SCON 
Input. An internal vertex t and the two blocks for the subtree s(t) and z(t). If a 
label associated with t is (x, v), then labels associated with the roots of 
&i(t) and Y*(t) must be (x, z) and (z, y), respectively, for some z E V. 
Output. A block B, for the subtree Y(t). 
Method. Let B, = (V,, El) and B2= ( V2, E2) be blocks for the subtrees .5(t) and 
q(t). Let Si(x”,z~) and S2(za, yp) be labels associated with the edges 
(x4 zp) E El and (z”, ya) E E2, respectively. 
Define, for each a; BE {OO,Ol, 11, 
S(x”, _@) = MINSIZE(Sl(xa, zoo) U Sz(zol, ua), S,(xa, zol) U Sz(zm, ylr), 
S,(xa, ZO’) u S2(z01, yb), S,(x”, z’) u SAZ’, YP)} 
where MINSIZE{ Y,, Y 2, . . . , Yn> gives a set ~7~ (1I k I n) whose size is minimum in 
(8, Y2, *-a, J‘TJ. 
In the above formula, for any i (i= 1,2), if (x0, _@)$E;, then we delete sub- 
formulas containing Si(Xa, yfl). Furthermore if all subformulas are deleted from the 
right hand side of some formula, then we delete the formula itself. 
Then we can construct a bipartite graph B,= ({p, x0’, x1, y”“, y”‘, y’}, E,), where 
E, consists of the edges (x”, yb) such that S(x*, _vP) is defined in the above computa- 
tion without being deleted. The graph B, thus obtained is the block for the subtree 
Fit). 
Let .Fl(t) and Yr(t) represent p-graphs Gi and Gz, respectively. In Fig. 8 
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four cases in the computation of S(X”, yfl), which are specified by the right hand 
side of the definition of S(xa, yp), are given. Fig. 8(a), (b), (c) and (d) corres- 
pond to Sl(xa, zoo) U &(z”‘, yp), S,(x”, 2”) U Sz(zW, yB), S,(x’, z”) U S2(zo’, yp) and 
S,(xa,zl) U S2(z1, yfl), respectively. Note that S,(x”, zoo) U S2(zoo, yp) is prohibited 
since in this case the vertex z is not dominated by any vertex in a minimum 
dominating set specified. 
Procedure PCON 
Input. An internal vertex t and the two blocks for the subtrees Y<(t) and ~c(t). If 
the label associated with t is (x,y), then both labels associated with roots 
of fi(t) and Yr(t) will also be (x, y) in this case. 
Output. A block B, for the subtree f(t). 
Method. Let B, = ( Vl, E,) and B,= (V,, E2) be blocks for the subtrees ,5(t) and 
2;(t). Let Sj(xa, yfl) (i = 1,2) be the label associated with edge (x”, ya) E E;. 
Define 
SW-? Yoo) = Sl<X? Yc9USz(Xc? YT, 
S(xW,yol) =MINSIZE(S1(x00,yo1)US2(.?“,y01),Si(~~, yol)USz(xoo, yoo), 
~l(~oqYoo)U~~(~09Y01)~, 
S(xol,yoo) = MINSIZE{S,(xo1,y~)US2(~01,y~), S1(xoo,yoo) US2(xo1,yoo), 
~~(~01~YDo)U~~(~09Yoo)~, 
S(xO’, y”) = MINSIZE(S,(x”‘, y”) U &(x0’, y”), S,(X~, yol) U Sz(xo’, y”), 
Si(XO’, yei) u &(x09 yO’), &(x0’, Jq US~(XO1, YO’), 
s* (x0’, YO’) US2(x0’, Y”), Sl (x09 YO’) US2(x0’, UT, 
sl(xol,Yoo)u~z(xoo,Yol),~l(xoo,Yoo)u&(xo’,Yol), 
sl(~01,Yo1)~~z(~09Yoo)}, 
s(xoqY1)=s1(xoqY’)us*(x09Y1), 
s(x’,Yoo)=sl(x’,Yoo)u~~(~l,Yoo), 
S(ti’,y’) = MINSIZE{S~(xo’,y1)US~(~o1,y1),S1(~00,y1)USZ(~o1,Y1), 
sl(xo1,Y1)u~2(xoqY1)) 
S(x’, yol) = MINSIZE{ Si(x’, yol) U&(x’, y”), $(x1, yoo) U&(x’, yol ), 
Sl(X1,YO’) U&(X1,Yoo)I 
S(x’, y ‘) = Sl(X1, y’) U&(x’, y’). 
In the above formulas, for any i (i= 1,2), if (x”, yfl) $ E,, then we delete 
subformulas containing Si(xa, yfi). Furthermore if all subformulas are deleted from 
the right hand side of some formula, then we delete the formula itself. 
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Then we can construct a bipartite graph B, = ({A!? xol, x1, ym, yol, y’ }, EJ, where 
E, consists of the edges (x”, yp) such that S(x*, rp) is defined in the above com- 
putation without being deleted. The graph B, thus obtained is a block for the 
subtree Y(f). 
Let Y;(t) and .c(t) represent p-graphs Gi and GZ, respectively. In the computa- 
tion of S(x”, yb), five cases shown in Fig. 9 are allowed with respect to the vertex x. 
Similar cases occur with respect to vertex y. Though the vertex x is not dominated 
by any vertex in the minimum dominating set in Fig. 9(a), the vertex x may be 
dominated by some vertex in a minimum dominating set in G afterwards. This 
domination occurs in Procedure SCON or in the other Procedure PCON. On the 
other hand, if x is not dominated by any vertex, then Procedure FBLOCK, 
described later, invalidates these cases at the final stage. 
Fig. 9. Computations in PCON. 
Procedure FBLOCK 
Input. A block for the parse tree T. 
Output. A minimum dominating set in G. 
Method. Let Br= (Vr, Er) be the block for the parse tree T, and S(xa, yb) be the label 
associated with edge (x”, JJ@) E Ef. 
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Then we can obtain a minimum dominating set D in G as follows: 
D = MINSIZE{ S(x”, y”), S(x”, y’), S(x’, y”), S(x’, y I)}. 
It is clear that, in the final application of the connection rules given in Definition 
1, only the cases specified by S(x”, ye”) and S(x@‘, yfi), a, /I E {OO,Ol, 1) are not 
allowed. Thus, the computation of S(x”, yB) is composed of four cases S(xol, y”), 
S(xol, y’), S(x’, yol) and S(x’, y’). 
Theorem. Algorithm DSETSP finds a minimum dominating set in the given series- 
parallel graph G = (V, E) in time 0( 1 VI). 
Proof. Note that a parse tree T of G shows how G can be constructed by applying 
series-parallel connections. Algorithm DSETSP, traversing T in bottom-up order, 
easily constructs a block for each internal vertex. Each initial block represents all 
possible dominating sets in a graph containing only one edge (see Fig. 6). Let 
Gt = (V,, El) and G2=(V2, E2) be the graphs represented by the subtrees .6(t) and 
Y;(t) of T, respectively. Assume that t, Y;(t) and fr(t) are the input of Procedure 
SCON (PCON). Then we may easily prove that SCON (PCON) finds all possible 
minimum dominating sets in the graph G = (VI U V,, El UEz), if we check the labels 
S(x”, yfi) and the blocks B, (BP). Finally Procedure FBLOCK extracts only a valid 
minimum dominating set, since only S(xa, yW) and S(xoo, yfl), a, p E {OO,Ol, } are 
not allowed in the final application of the connection rule. Step 2-4 require at most 
0( 1 E I) operations. That is 0( I V I) operations, since in planar graphs I E I 53 I V I - 6 
holds. So in order to prove that DSETSP computes in time 0( I V I), it is sufficient to 
show that the parse tree T can be constructed in O(l V I) operations. If, in 
implementing Procedure PARSE, we use a depth-first search algorithm to traverse 
G, then PARSE can construct T in 0( 1 VI) operations. 0 
Appendix 
In this appendix, we will show the examples of Procedures SCON, PCON and 
FBLOCK. In Fig. A. 1, the numbers such as 0, 0, 0, . . . indicate the sequence of 
(“1 
Fig. A.l. Parse tree T, with numbers, 
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applications of operations, such as the series and parallel connections, to construct 
the graph Gt, shown in Fig. 2. 
Figs. A.2 and A.3 show the result obtained by Procedure SCON, corresponding 
to the series connections 0 and 0, respectively. Fig. A.4 shows the result obtained 
by Procedure PCON, corresponding to the parallel connection 0. 
B1(lnitial block) B2(initinl block) % 
Fig. A.2 Series connection @ 
E!(=R, 11. FIO. A-2) B?(initiol block) 54 
Fig. A.3. Series connection 0. 
For example, in Fig. A.2, the process of SCON is given. In the left side of the 
arrow (*), two blocks Bi and B2 are specified and in the right side of the block B,, 
calculated by Method of SCON, is specified, respectively. On the other hand, in Fig. 
A.4, the process of PCON is given. In the left side of the arrow, two blocks B, and 
B2 are specified and in the right side the block B,, calculated by Method of PCON, 
is specified, respectively. 
After the processes of SCON and PCON, corresponding to the series and parallel 
connections @ through @ , the block for the parse tree T,, in Fig. A.52, is obtained. 
* The edges (P, ufl) represented by dotted lines implies S(ua, up)‘s are not allowed because in this case 
vertex u or u is not dominated by any vertex in D. 
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B2Clnltinl block) 
Fig. A.4. Parallel connection @ 
or {vlj v4, v6} 
or (vl, vLi, v7} 
or {VI, "5' Vtj} 
or (VI, V5' V,} 
\{"lJ v?' “31 
ef or {VI, v3, vI,j 
or {vl, v3, v5j 
Fig. A.5. Block for the parse tree T, 
Thus, according to Procedure FBLOCK, one of the two sets: { u3, u4} and { u5, u6} is 
obtained as a minimum dominating set D in G1. 
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